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The current Atlas V launch vehicle has been developed through evolutionary 

enhancements to heritage vehicles dating to the 1960s. By building on previous 

configurations and blending advanced and proven technologies, Atlas V has achieved 100% 

mission success. NASA’s commercial crew development (CCDev) program provides an 

opportunity to bring this established approach into the arena of crewed spaceflight. In 

contrast to designing a new launch vehicle, evolving a heritage vehicle requires that we 

develop a method to meet emerging requirements with flight-proven systems or components. 

Assessing potential changes involves weighing the understood benefits of a mature design 

against the perceived advantages of a new design. This process can be complicated by 

immature requirements, difficulty in quantifying the relative reliability of new and heritage 

hardware, and complication in identifying and evaluating all potential system-level impacts 

due to the change. The advantages of heritage systems, however, outweigh these challenges 

as illustrated with specific examples.  

Nomenclature 

CCDev = commercial crew development 

DER = design equivalency review  

EDS = emergency detection system 

ICBM = intercontinental ballistic missile  

LH2 = liquid hydrogen 

LO2 =  liquid oxygen 

NASA = National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

PRA = probabilistic risk assessment 

ULA =  United Launch Alliance 

I. Introduction 

he Atlas launch vehicle was developed as weapon system in the 1950s. These vehicles served the nation as a 

rapid response to a perceived or actual intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) attack. The mission plans for 

these vehicles were simple; trajectories were ballistic, the re-entry vehicles had no propulsion system, and mission 

durations were short. 

 As the nation moved from liquid-propellant intercontinental ballistic missiles to solid-propellant intercontinental 

ballistic missiles, opportunities became available for converted ICBMs in launch services and space exploration. 

Modifications were necessary to the missile hardware to convert them to launch vehicles in order to complete their 

primary mission objectives. Additional development programs were required to understand the vehicles and 

potential upgrades that were required. As an example, in the early 1960s, the Apollo program was committed to 

using liquid hydrogen (LH2) as an upper stage propellant. The Centaur upper stage rocket was tasked with 

pioneering the use of LH2 as a rocket propellant
1
. The first flight was not successful and led to criticism of the 

feasibility of LH2 as a rocket fuel. Despite this criticism and early technical failures, Centaur was developed into a 

successful launch vehicle. 

 Over fifty years, the Atlas and Centaur vehicles have developed through this type of evolutionary enhancement. 

The vehicles’ capacity has grown to accommodate new requirements from satellite operators. As these vehicles have 
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matured, component-level reliability and safety have increased. This reliability increase has resulted from a wealth 

of acquired flight data. This, in turn, provides the basis for a highly reliable flight system based on flight data rather 

than paper estimates. The systems are now well characterized - the family of data for nominal and dispersed 

operating conditions is compared with previous flights. Analyses after each flight are used to scrutinize and refine 

system operating characteristics to enable ready identification of off nominal conditions. The current configurations 

of Atlas V have achieved 100% mission success launching critical national security assets, science, and valuable 

commercial space vehicles. Now, just as their predecessors, these vehicles are positioned to serve the nation in 

another capacity; crewed space launch.  

II. Considerations 

 The Atlas V configurations that are currently flying have amassed an impressive flight success rate. Evolutionary 

upgrades have added redundancy to many of the hardware components to ensure reliability and protect expensive 

payloads. The requirements for launching valuable high profile United States government payloads go a long way to 

meeting requirements for crewed missions. Much of the current crewed flight safety requirements were developed 

through decades and over several crewed space flight programs. 

 Safety requirements for crewed flight are currently being developed for the CCDev program. In 2010, United 

Launch Alliance (ULA) started an effort to identify potential crew hazards and to develop an Emergency Detection 

System
2
 (EDS) to command a crew abort if a hazard is detected. In 2011, a design equivalency review (DER) is 

taking place to review the compliance of the existing Atlas vehicle design to NASA’s emerging 1130 requirements 

document for crewed spaceflight certification
3
.  

The benefits of attempting to meet new requirements with major design changes that do not have flight history are 

offset by several factors. First, any benefits of a new design may adversely impact the mature reliability of the 

current propulsion system. Second, potential system-level interactions that are well analyzed, understood, and 

mitigated may not be as well behaved when modified. The propulsion systems on these vehicles have demonstrated 

flight reliability, and the existing design has the proper level of redundancy to perform crewed missions.  

The key to a safe mission is determining how to use the flight proven designs and characterized system 

performance as a means of setting Emergency Detection System (EDS) monitoring points and levels. Additionally, 

the heritage of the Atlas V helps determine which failures are credible and which failures can be monitored at higher 

levels even though they might be non-credible. A flight proven, well-characterized launch vehicle, with a well-

designed EDS can be safer and more reliable than redesigning a flight proven vehicle and destroying the family of 

data from decades of flight.  

III. Heritage Propulsion System Advantages  

 The Atlas V has been providing safe and successful launch services for nearly a decade. The Atlas V launch 

vehicle has evolved over decades from preceeding Atlas vehicles used to fly the manned Mercury missions. During 

the 2010 CCDev effort, the task of identifying the failure scenarios that pose potential hazards to crew safety was 

completed at the system and subsystems levels. The EDS development objective was to detect and issue an abort on 

failures that may generate a crew hazard. This paper examines example scenarios that have been divided into three 

categories; a single point failure, a secondary failure, and a multiple failure scenario. A single point failure is when a 

non-redundant propulsion component failure results in a hazard that directly endangers the crew. A related failure 

that may occur as the result of a primary failure is considered a secondary failure. Multiple failure scenarios require 

several independent failures to occur before the crew hazard is realized, which are not considered credible. 

Demonstrated reliability and emergency monitoring decisions are considered for each of these crew hazard types. 

Some examples of having a significant amount of flight data to provide confidence in the as designed system follow 

– each of these may or may not be considered credible failures, but in each case, there is a significant amount of 

flight history to validate the approach to minimizing risk to the crew. In each case, evaluations have shown that 

modifications are not required and that the existing design is appropriate. 

A.  Propellant Tank Pressure Sense-line – Single Point Failure Crew Hazard  

 A simple example of a single point failure is failure of a propellant tank pressure sense-line, used as part of the 

control system. While in all cases, the sensors that monitor tank pressure are triple redundant, they share a common 

sense-line While this failure is not considered credible for several reasons to be explained below, a sense line failure 

would cause tank pressure to be off nominal, and would be a slow developing situation that would be monitored by 

the ground crew as well as the EDS. In this case, an abort would be issued using higher level corroborating 

parameters.  
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Any potential failure of the common pressure sense-line for each tank is an example of a single point failure that 

could lead to loss of active pressure control. The Atlas and Centaur vehicles use similar designs in sensing pressures 

in each of the cryogenic propellant tanks. Each tank uses a single pressure sense-line for three redundant pressure 

transducers that monitor the tank pressure. Three pressure transducers that provide redundancy for the transducers 

themselves receive pressure data from the single sense-line, which is then interpreted by the vehicle software. Since 

a single sense-line is used for all three pressure transducers, it may be considered a single point failure for the tank 

pressurization system. To varying extents, all launch vehicles including both the Atlas and Centaur require tank 

pressure to maintain structural stability during flight (particularly for reacting loads during boost phase).  

 The pressure sense-line designs on the Atlas and Centaur vehicles are robust and designed to the appropriate 

design margins and factors of safety. The component has never failed or ever been implicated in an anomaly, over a 

long Atlas flight history, including previous versions of the vehicle. Additionally, the sense-lines are considered 

structural in nature. That is, they are designed and tested, with margin, to the expected environments. They are akin 

to engine feed-lines and other structural components, which do not require redundancy. It is desirable to maintain a 

highly-reliable, flight-proven design rather than redesign the system and introduce new uncertainties with the new 

design. 

 In relation to potential single point failures in the pressurization systems, addition of the EDS to the Atlas V 

vehicle provides another means to ensure proper function of pressure control. Atlas and Centaur propellant tank 

pressures will be monitored by the EDS. Evaluation of any discrepancy in the pressurization control of the tanks will 

be flagged by the EDS and the mission control crew, and an abort issued if required. By monitoring in this manner, 

both primary and secondary pressure control issues are mitigated. 

B. Maintaining Structural Limits – Increased Risk of Secondary Failure Crew Hazard 
 An example of a secondary failure mode that was postulated is maintaining structural limits when nominal 

propellant tank pressure profiles are compromised. The failure scenario examined assumes a failure of the 

pressurization system, in addition to a secondary failure of a tank leak. During the ascent phase of flight, venting or 

pressurizing during certain critical times is necessary to react vehicle loads. Depending on the time of flight, 

structural limits need to be protected with active pressurization and venting. Normal flight design precludes venting 

the Centaur liquid hydrogen tank, using either of two vent valves, during ascent until any potential structural limit 

interference is mitigated. Concern for structural limit violation is mitigated under nominal conditions. However, if a 

single, independent failure impacts pressurization control, the result may have a secondary effect where structural 

limits may be compromised. It should be noted that this type of multiple failure scenario has not occurred on Atlas 

Centaur since the vehicle was flight proven over the decades of flight history.  

 Requirements for design of structural limits for crewed vehicles are designed using tried and true methods over 

hundreds of missions. In this scenario, the primary failure has caused a significant decrease in propellant tank 

pressure. Mitigation for this hazard is inherent in the pressure control design of the tanks. The pressurization and 

venting levels are designed to protect the structural limits under nominal and dispersed flight environment 

conditions. Tank pressures are controlled to reside within a predetermined pressure envelope. The pressure envelope 

provides margin to the structural limits of the vehicle. Additionally the valve module design of series / parallel 

redundant valve modules allows two levels of pressurization control that would help to control and mitigate the first 

failure occurrence.  

 A crew hazard resulting from a tank leak as a secondary failure, as an example, has significant implications. 

Abrupt decrease in tank pressure, when venting is not expected to occur, is an obvious indication that a significant 

leak path and potential hazard exists. Minor leaks across the vent valves (or other minor external leaks) or other 

thermodynamic effects that may reduce the magnitude of tank pressure rise may be within the pressure rise 

dispersion. In this case, the risk to structural limits may be undetectable and not deemed critical to abort monitoring 

software. However, if tank pressures violate the dispersed pressure envelope, action may be required.  

 The addition of the EDS to monitor the pressurization control of the propellant tanks on Atlas and Centaur add 

the critical layer of protection for this type of failure. Under an unlikely condition where the tank pressure loss is not 

corrected by the pressurization system, EDS will monitor and interpret this data and provide feedback. The EDS will 

take corrective action if the pressure envelope is violated but prior to structural failure.  

C. Pressurization Valves – Multiple (Independent) Failure Crew Hazard 

 While the previous examples identify single point failures in the pressurization system, great care has been taken 

to ensure hardware redundancy in the pressurization system components considered most likely to experience a 

failure – the pressurization valves themselves. Centaur tanks have series / parallel redundant valve modules (quad-

packs). Atlas tanks have three and four series-redundant pressurization branches in the fuel and LO2 tanks 
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respectively. The valves are powered and commanded independently by the avionics system. Mission specific 

analyses are done to ensure that, in no case, can a single valve failure lead to an over or under pressure condition in 

the tank. Additionally, unlike the structural limit example given above, a single valve failure does not increase the 

likelihood of experiencing any secondary failure. To adversely impact tank pressures, two (and in most cases more) 

truly independent valve failures are required. In this case, requirements for hardware redundancy are satisfied – at 

issue is the requirement to provide hazard monitoring and abort capability – should this hazard be monitored for at 

all? 

 Although spacecraft down-select and subsequent integration remain in the future, one envisions abort systems 

designed with sufficient thrust to escape explosions or still burning boosters. Employing any such system includes 

its own, non-negligible, risk to crew safety. Philosophically, EDS should only monitor for a crew hazard if the 

likelihood of the hazard occurring is greater than the likelihood of it causing a false abort that could lead to injury to 

the crew.  

 While this is easily understood in concept, implementation proves challenging. As part of its 2011 effort, United 

Launch Alliance has taken on performance of a Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA). An understanding of failure 

mechanisms and the ability to lay out the logic tree leading to a crew hazard (population of events with various 

AND-gates and OR-gates) is within the ability of any launch vehicle provider. The great deal of launch history 

possessed by ULA, however, puts it in a unique position when it comes to populating probabilities for various 

failures and failure propagation events. Given the high reliability of most components, probabilities are difficult to 

calculate and PRA results can vary widely.  

 Probabilities of pressurization valve failures provide an excellent example. A new vehicle or one with little flight 

experience would have to rely on purely analytical predictions. ULA, however, has a wealth of data available. The 

current Centaur pressurization valves were first implemented on Centaur II in the 1980s. Each vehicle since then has 

flown twelve valves – a quad-pack for the LO2 tank, a helium pressurization quad-pack for the LH2 tank, and an 

autogenous pressurization quad-pack for the LH2 tank. While the Atlas booster pressurization valves are new on 

Atlas V, they are the product of the lessons learned over a much longer time. Each Atlas V flies 14 pressurization 

valves – three fuel pressurization branches and four LO2 pressurization branches with two valves each. Each of 

these valves comes with acceptance test data and those utilized in flight provide additional flight data. This wealth of 

data is indicative of what is available for the great majority of Atlas V components. Any PRA process will involve 

some estimation of probabilities. Minimizing this however will allow ULA to come up with reliable probabilities on 

which to base risk decisions.  

  

IV. Conclusion 

NASA and all of its commercial partners place crew safety above all else and will make conservative decisions 

in the direction of protecting human life. When developing an EDS, however, one is faced with decisions for which 

the decision to elect “conservative” parameters has to be weighed against the potential for a false abort., i.e. setting 

parameters to trigger too slow may result in not issuing an abort while monitoring for an important crew hazard. 

Setting the parameters to trigger too quickly may result in an unnecessary abort while monitoring for a non-credible 

hazard. It should be kept in mind that using the abort system is not risk free. While all commercial companies are 

motivated to make decisions to maximize crew safety, United Launch Alliance, given its extensive flight experience, 

is uniquely suited to truly achieve this. 

The United Launch Alliance Atlas V has been successfully placing satellites in orbit since 2002 using vehicles 

and technologies that have been evolved and optimized for mission success over many decades. ULA is currently 

prepared to bring the resulting high-level of safety and reliable performance to the arena of crewed spaceflight. The 

first two examples show the types of decisions that must be made relative to potential failure points in the current 

vehicles. To continue its impressive track record of mission success, ULA must actively seek out opportunities to 

demonstrate safe vehicle design while being careful not to compromise flight-proven heritage designs. While the 

potential for crewed missions sharpens the safety and mission success focus even more, this is not especially 

different than the evolutionary approach ULA has long employed to improve its vehicles for United States 

government payloads.  

What is new is the fact that mission success is no longer the sole discriminator. The potential for a flight that 

fails to meet all of the mission requirements and returns the crew safely to Earth is a new mission which drives 

United Launch Alliance’s development of an EDS. Despite the fact that this is a new task for ULA, it is equally 

helped by the experience gained over so many flights. Mitigating flight risks with an EDS requires an intimate 

understanding of those risks that can only come with experience. While there will be challenging reviews and 
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difficult decisions to be made before humans once again fly on an Atlas, United Launch Alliance is ready and 

uniquely positioned to ensure the highest level of safety as we move into the era of commercial crew transportation.  
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